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GIVE ME YOUR TIRED, YOUR POOR,
YOUR HUDDLED BIRDS

2018 is a rough year. We’ve returned to our grim work of put-
ting this journal together in the face of needed absences for our 
own health. After being at this for four years we’ve seen many 
of the journals we admired when we first started dropping their 
websites, leaving their facebook pages up like tombstones. It is 
hard to run a lit journal long-term, especially when you’re run-
ning a journal from a perspective of making it come at no cost 
to anyone who might wish to read or write for it. We feel lucky 
we’ve made it as long as we can, and as 2018 reaches its mid-
way point in a year mired in the total shit of fascism playing 
out in the U.S., we’ve felt it more important than ever to sup-
port a literary community that can offer a respite from all these 
troubles. Unload them here reader, we cannot toss your worries 
out, but we will hold them for you while you catch your breath.

Waving you back to the shore with the big stupid wings of pelicans —
Jay McClintick, Nicole Letson, Cailin Ashbaugh, & Karolina Zapal
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THE DESERT’S RETRIEVAL 
 by Lindsay Wilson 

The list of reasons had grown long by the evening
you spent wrapping tomatoes in black plastic
to keep them from the last late spring frost.
Mother always planted her garden too early
that was near the top just above the way she kept
the fruit’s jellied meat in bowls. Mother don’t pay 
for seeds the world already provides. The road
had its tongue in your ear. On the deck she re-read
Present of Extinct Lakes of Nevada by Russell
as you pissed along the fence line. Across the fields
you could hear the Davis Boys taking shots 
at Lil Joe’s row of stone angels—deep into the homemade
mead like black birds drunk on red berries angry
and throwing their light bones against the trailer’s
windows until their wings are shot. Exile needs 
some cash so you got on bailing hay in Winnemucca, 
but every fall a carnival goes up in those short fields. 
Somebody gets paid to dress up the monkeys, 
and who knew exile had a carousel inside it? Who knew 
you’d grow terrified falling into the flatness of Kansas, 
that you needed a horizon with a mouthful of teeth. 
You knew then it was forgiveness that lets some of us ripen
at different times, but when you return home 
after your mother dies, you can look out into a desert
like this and understand the choice to invent language
and ritual. You know how you get around bay windows
open to the country. The wind sweeping its hands
over the liver-hued hills. Your tongue on the tight rope
of dusk. Bill Davis said combat never woke him
in the early hours. You don’t hear stones thrown
against a body unless it’s your body. Silent bruised 
stoned she-child face down in the desert like we found
your mother. The red clay soil here suffers no bodies.
A boy could dig for a spell all afternoon to stand 

in the outline of a grave, and see the invention of sky
burial, which teaches you why wing-shadow is mercy,
why beak means gather, and why we keep their eyes
open to the sky. They will be the first thing the birds
pluck free when they carry you home. And what you miss 
now—oh, god can you even say it like that?—
is how the motive of this desert summer evening 
seems to be the retrieval of something you shot down 
but could not find. Those black dogs leaping from dusk’s 
long shadows. Whose bones will they bring to you found 
in the short green season of tule-choked fins? 
You can see above the high reeds, where the dogs root,
the birds flushed and circling. All you have to do 
is aim and shoot.
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THE BEAST 
 by Zeke Jarvis 

The beast seemed to take no notice of the woman. It did not lift its head as she 
laid out knives and a hammer on the table. Its tail would occasionally swat at its 
side, though there were very few flies in the hall. After the woman leaned the axe 
against the table, she smoothed the small velvet patch out. She then turned to the 
audience and gave a short bow. The audience clapped, and the beast, for the first 
time, raised its head. None of the audience could really see where it was looking, 
and, before long, the beast lowered its head again. 

The woman picked up the hammer and a small knife first. She turned away 
from the audience and walked to the beast. It was on a second table, strapped 
down so that it was chest height to the woman. She took a little breath, then 
stabbed the beast in one of its hind legs. It made a deep and beautiful sound, the 
kind of soothing noise that made the audience members think of sitting in front 
of the water. Many of the audience members nodded, slightly. Others put their 
hands to their lips. 

The woman removed the knife. She raised the hammer and brought it down 
on the beast’s ankle, though not at full strength. Now, the beast let out a higher 
note, almost a whine, but still pleasant. The audience members turned to each 
other, whispering appreciatively. The woman went back to the original table, 
where she set down the small knife and picked up a bigger one. The beast 
groaned, starting low, then moving to high. 

The woman went back to the beast. She slid the new knife into the joint under 
one of the beast’s front legs. It gave out a soft hum. The woman then brought the 
hammer down on where the knife was inside the beast, cracking off the blade. 
A second note came out of the beast, this one stronger, but still gentle. Some of 
the audience members began to dab at their eyes. The woman dropped the knife 
handle on the floor and returned to the table. The beast kept up its noise while 
she did. 

The woman’s shoulders rose and fell. She picked up the largest of the knives, 
put the hammer down, and picked up the smallest of the knives. The beast’s 
voice began to die down as the woman walked back to it. She used the biggest 
knife to stab the beast between its ribs. Blood came out, and a high, lilting note as 
well. The woman stood, letting the beast sing for a bit before she used the smaller 
knife to put out one of its eyes. Again, the beast let out a second voice while 
maintaining the first. The second voice would best be described as spiraling. For 

the first time, the audience clapped.
The woman went back to the table, now picking up the axe. The beast sang 

out, long and sad notes that led the audience to look down at the floor. The wom-
an drew the axe back and took a deep breath. The first chop was well placed. It 
severed a foot. The beast raised its head and bellowed. The woman brought the 
axe back again. This time, she brought it down on the beast’s midsection. The 
blade bit deep into its side. Blood splattered on the woman, and the beast’s song 
filled the hall. The audience clapped again. 

The woman started rocking the blade back and forth before pulling it back 
out. Blood trickled out of the wound and off the side of the table. Now the wom-
an brought down several blows, covering the beast’s body. The beast started 
slamming its head on the table. It bellowed again, a deep and full sound. The 
applause died down, and everyone stared at the stage. 

The woman continued to chop, eventually splitting open the beast’s throat, 
and then its skull. The notes started to taper off. In less than a minute, the beast’s 
voice had stopped, though the audience could still feel the voice in the hall. The 
woman leaned the axe against the table, turned to the audience, and bowed. The 
audience began to clap. It stood and clapped, and the woman permitted herself a 
small smile.
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BECAUSE I WAS NAMED A DAUGHTER 
 by jess nieberg 

my queerness has been a thing folded small inside me; afraid to open for fear 
of making too much noise. a singing birthday card opened in a silent morgue. a 
place i left for dead because i lacked the language to say there is something between 
life and living. i am the placebo effect of a perfect life: the ability to afford the 
privacy of shame and the confinement of large spaces. i want someone to sing to 
me like my father when he still believed i was a child. i want you to explain to me 
again closeness— how intimacy should be a bonding exercise with myself. i want 
i want i want i want how selfish to feel desire for a mourning i have created, for a 
song they tried to give me as a name.                    . shira liat. for one letter separat-
ing me from gender.

ROXSAND 
 by Timothy Jupiter 

I am birthed from a sandblasted vagina, painted throbbing and pink.

She is frosted and granular and burning, the UTI of mothers.

I perform for her with a gusto unmatched by any amount of genital-ripping torture.

She watches in horror as I rip my breasts clean off from my chest.

I have fallen from angelhood into the bucket of hot glued penises.

She masks my world in pussy petals.
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a laundry list of samey feelings  nullifies your   Moment.  
Daisy chain, rhododendron     Wishy-washy  
empress  pulling flowers from the root  and trying  
to survive them.  But it’s no use;  you chose the wrong   muse, 
let him sew you shut.   Your poems coiled inside like winter  
snakes, they eat each other up,  remorseless.     
What’s left  to say?   Now alarm rings, you make  
coffee, let it get all cold      and separate   while you attempt  
to paint a more convincing face  to cover up your  default.  
Connotation of color,  overwrite,  this dark red, this pink like inside  
of a seashell, it means something.  It means   something.    This 
wide  dark  mouth   you throw your body in, at least  
when swallowed whole you can’t get   caught on teeth.  You log on,
start a blog; a stranger starts to follow  and you duck out, 
nevermind.   Caesura, you don’t conquer, just divide.

ARCADES AND CRIME SCENES
 by Chelsea Margaret Bodnar

ETYMOLOGY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
 by Ashley Memory 

“Good afternoon,” says a blonde woman sitting at a news desk. “We interrupt 
your scheduled program to bring you breaking news. A serious crime has taken 
place in Cedar Grove. Evan McEvans is live on the scene at 459 Dogwood Lane. 
Evan, what can you tell us?”

(Camera pans to a shot of a male reporter with a buzz cut. He stands on the sidewalk in 
front of a white house with an overturned tricycle in the yard.)

“Darcy, I’ve been a reporter for more than 25 years, and this story involves the 
worst case of child abuse I’ve ever seen. This is the house where these appalling 
incidents took place. The alleged perpetrators are parents—Marianne and Donald 
Schuyler. She is a teacher at Dawson Middle School, and he is the manager of Sun-
shine Foods—”

 “Evan, I know you can’t share the children’s names but can you tell us how 
many victims there are?”

“Sources tell us that there are 5 children who lived here. Needless to say, they 
are with child protection services right now.”

“What can you tell us about what happened?”
“Details are still emerging, but we did talk to the family of the child who ob-

served these incidents and reported it to her own parents. The Schuyler children 
were allegedly subjected to a particularly heinous form of punishment. In response 
to any misbehavior, the parents would force the child to look up words in the Ox-
ford English Dictionary and prepare a written report.”

“I don’t understand.”
“It goes like this. If, for example, one child called another a ‘nincompoop’, then 

that child had to look up the word ‘nincompoop’ and give a report on its origin 
and first occurrence in English.”

Darcy shudders. “What is that kind of thing called?”
“The crime is called etymology. Apparently, these parents were closet etymol-

ogists, and they had an abnormal love of words, which they foisted on their own 
children.”

Darcy sighs heavily. “Shocking, just shocking. Our website is blowing up with 
comments from our viewers. From momof3: ‘This is just horrible. What happened 
to a good old-fashioned whooping?’ ”

“Exactly,” says Evan. “I cannot stress how cruel this was. Some of these chil-
dren were just beginning to read. And I’ve learned that some volumes of the un-
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abridged version of the Oxford English Dictionary weigh as much as 10 pounds.”
“Evan, thank you so much,” says Darcy grimly. “We’ll check back with you as 

more information comes to light. We did reach out to Loftin and Loftin, the attor-
neys representing the Schuylers, to see if their clients had any comment, and they 
just released the following statement. Parents, please be advised that what I’m 
about to read may not be suitable for children.”

“Hogwash. By definition, hogwash refers to scraps used as food for pigs. The 
word is English in origin and was created by compounding the words hog and 
wash. It appears as early as 1450, where it was first spelled as hoggyswasch.”

AFTER LAST FROST, ANNIVERSARY
 by Lindsay Wilson 

After I mixed manure and lime 
with coffee grounds and new soil, 

after I turned the raised bed’s 
winter-tamped earth and mixed it loose 

with my hands, after planting 
the border marigolds and lemon-thyme, 

sweet peppers and parsley, heirloom 
tomatoes and the green tails of white onions, 

I watered your perennial heart. 
I’ve spent my whole life speaking in sunlight. 

I am not the first to build a fence 
around my garden, and for many seasons 

I did not even need a gate. Anna, 
I’ve spent years believing only in summer, 

sunflowers nodding at my shoulders, 
blackbirds eating their loose strife 

of shells and seeds, feathers and chance. 
Foolishly I believed if enough seeds 

fell into a furrow, some find their feet. 
From this seed we’ll harvest sparrow clatter, 

from this flower the scattered shells 
of spent bees, the iridescence of wings 

along the south windowsill, and from this? 
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The dry stalks the wind uses to chime against 

all through the swollen, August heat. 
I know it’s a poor harvest, but I’ve learned 

from this to live, and I’m sorry. 
I’m sorry I do not know how long 

I knelt there with only mud on my hands. 
I do not know what root or loam slipped 

the ring from my finger, but I dug them 
all back up until I found it below 

a marigold’s tangle of roots, half buried, 
half wink-bright reflection. 

I took it with a handful of windswept 
and these good drops of sweat 

to the shed’s slim lee of shade, 
and, in the watering can, washed it clean, 

knowing not a season in my life 
has prepared me to love this long.

HER FAVORITE MUG
 by Emily Parker 

still
behind his other mugs

remembers sloshing black coffee in her talkative hands
yellow wallpaper and kitchen sunlight
remembers her first knocks on his screen door
his clumsy hands pouring
remembers her sleepy steps down the stairs
her quiet hands preparing the brew

behind his other mugs
still
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NO CALL NO SHOW
 by Cat Dixon 

When she misses her shift, doesn’t phone in, his throat burns. If she is fired or 
quits, he will starve. With every order, she must stop in the kitchen and his eyes 
feast on her hands, her waist, and that long swinging pony tail. Without her, the 
restaurant will shrink to the size of a sink—alone, he will wash his hands and face 
and leave the water on. The thought of her gone brings tears and he swears to pray 
louder, fast longer. Later, as he prepares for the next day, a revelation—better to 
harvest here than to pluck the flower at a later hour. 

AMPHORA
 by Cat Dixon 

Mouth full 
of rags 
and resin, 
his chest 
is opened 
and resealed every time 
their eyes meet. Lungs 
empty, face expressionless, 
his body is unbreakable 
and his burden is light. 
Coils of clay snake along 
his stretched neck—he cannot 
allow passion to spill 
onto the tile or words to slip 
from his lips. Teeth made 
of wax, tongue bruised 
like a grape, impatience 
taxes his resolve and he loses
his distinct shape. 
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Goes
Emma Sheinbaum

FERMENTATION
 by Cat Dixon 

“God made Cabernet Sauvignon whereas the devil made Pinot Noir” –André Tchelistcheff

Like tightly clustered grapes, the waitresses bunch in the storage room whisper-
ing. A pine cone with buns and French braids as its scales. The absent waitress has 
reappeared and she pours her words into their glasses. The glut streams down 
their arms and legs. As she saturates their ears, the black shirts retrieve empty 
wine bottles and hurricane candle sconces to soak up the swamp and prevent the 
chefs and bus boys from hearing the tale and the taunt of the stalker. Pinot noir, 
with hints of meaty mushrooms and dried cherries, the subtle backbone, pairs 
well with restraining orders if only she had the man’s name to report. The chef, 
squeezed between the shelves and the wall, is invisible.
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COMING QUICK
 by Ally Young 

She’s been on her way for awhile. Driving here from somewhere like Phoenix, like 
Hollywood in the eighties, in a drop-top & now, her hair fully blonde, & like light-
ning & here she is, the soft pink of her like the inside of me, turning into outside, 
like disorder & like the brunt of it, like sitting alone on our new back porch flooded 
with light, like the both of us, in one blue tin chair & thinking, curry willow, & oh, 
& oh, & oh, this soft soft pain.

UPSIDE DOWN MAGIC
 by Ally Young 

Nell has a blue fear, she says.  Me too.  Deep blue.  A single tear in a puffy red eye.  
Twice-pierced ears.  All our stars.
 I want to & will.  Or I want to & won’t. That soft soft fall.
 
My heart today is light green –
I dreamt you said my name in your sleep, like my expectation let loose – of us, of 
forests & of burning tangleweeds.
 
I wake up in the morning in the sun in a room with so many deteriorating carpets, 
with a baby blue electric guitar.
I am, for a minute, the entire world, spinning on its axis, a red eft in wet leaves, the 
slow evaporation of clouds.
 
I want you & I have you.  Or I want you & don’t.  
Is how it usually goes.
 
In a last great effort to describe to you how I feel, I tell you about another dream, 
it is of Big Sur & of a crumbling house. You & I, out for a ride.  
 
This house, like somewhere I’ve been before, like losing a shin guard, 
not the thing, but your story about the thing.  
Slow forgetting.  
 
I tell you, the back porch of us is forever, out into the lemon trees.  
Big shingles.  
Strange Corners.
 
My soul like a very old song.
A thunder crack so loud the car alarms start, the door flows open like a heart, like 
a bullet in a poem about fireworks, like a firework in a poem about hearts.  
 Like stay with me
& let me be free.
Like stay with me & also like let me be free.
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NELL AS STEEL WOOL
 by Ally Young 

I walk to her & I am also carrying her on my back.  She opens her door & we sit on 
the peeling green porch.  It is sloped downwards towards the dirt & the Coxcomb.  
She hands me tea in a cup with red & pink flowers.  I say thank you & also help me. 
 
I am the forest at the bottom of the hill.

MOON IN THE HAYLOFT
 by Rich Ives 

1.
 
In the kingdom of the barn, below the cautionary woods,
imagined falling talon and claw inside the rumbling
 
stomachs of gatherers, each movement in its hidden nest,
abandoned, fragile in its vigil, contemplated,
 
not quite circular, like the egg, still waiting
for something to fall out.
 
2.
 
There’s a voice in the well that has no feet.
We ate quietly and raised the darkness to our lips.
 
I used them both to wash out the bucket that
held me. When you allowed it to breathe,
 
the waitress brought me a glass
with a tall and handsome waterfall in it.
 
It’s what you might forget if you observed
me from the hillside behind the barn’s prison.
 
It’s the way memory releases when there is nothing more
and the brain’s furrowed attention seems to lift from its stem.
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ONE THROUGH FOUR
 by e. a. toles 

there are numbered ways to love

1. addiction has no flavor  
lobotomize the heart. useless 
ventricles must be discarded.

2. the feral horse  
stomping messages 
into raw dust.

3. solitary evenings 
masturbating in 
unseemly places… 
 
(my room is my heart- 
I have never been tidy)

4. as the wolf  
gnaws off its leg 
in frenzied fear

SCALELESS BABE
 by e. a. toles 

child of carrion 
fret not.

the wolf devours 
the mare stampedes 

what of you, 
moldering orphan?

each time 
you love

a veil is 
peeled back

new rawness 
new apertures

a molting 
if you will

discarded 
scales

now 
underneath?

stillborn  
screeching
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ON THE OTHER SIDE
 by Holly Day 

gone minutes seconds after pulling out
a smile I never saw, collapsing seduction
flamboyant, faded photos on the mantle, inside me, 
sightless squirrel paws praying wings unformed
too early to tell to name to beg forgiveness

gone minutes seconds after pulling out
wake to red sheets telephone
knuckle deep in the slot meant to fill, 
butterfly folded up still, quiet, black eye
he said, finger lickin’ lyin’ cheat

too late to stop the sacrifice

PAINTED WORLD
 by Robin Ford 

hushed-breath-pleas for mercy resonate inside an empty mausoleum
 beside my father’s tomb you kneel in front of the altar between my legs
reading the moonlight in your eyes as if it were a missive from god. pale
 with faith, we find new purposes for the rosary— an image to shackle us
my hands still sweat when it snows. holding onto to your dress, moistures
 mix— all liquid is fluid when removed from its container. worship is work
we are on hands and knees, backs bending—  one attempting to make
 the other an idol. we both know the gods have gone— left us with these
cold bodies and dark rituals. out of prayer we salvage a familiar rhythm
 I pour wine into backwards goblets, we light the candles from both ends
a rat-in-the-chapel’s movement across an organ— the only hymn we can
 remember. you hum the fumbled melody while treating your enormous scythe. 
in the moonlight of our first meeting you spoke to me in gentle prose, setting 
 down that child to raise me in your arms like a new weapon. that night you
told me that our bodies were temporary. vehicles we could crawl out of. we
 desperately search each other for the switch— or lever that would release us
you told me the blood from my belly was enough to stain my dress through
 my skin. why are lies so fragile? A single thought powerful enough to turn 
platemail paper— one well-intentioned-proof enough to drive pythagoras
 hollow. at least, you let me revel in the rubble of my new awakening like a child
playing with her food we laugh at the ways we used to survive. how— when
 we first learned to breathe— it was underwater.  how the air feels cold & gentle
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COME BACK HELEN FRANKENTHALER
 by Chance Austin-Brecher 

if a painting is given the title, Mountains and Sea, then blue must necessarily suggest 
water, and because the title conjures landscape, it’s abstract soakings, grouped in 
the center, react to one another, meaning that because blue suggests water, green 
must necessarily suggest grass, and because certain gray lines rise to a point, at the 
suggestion of the title, the viewer can conjugate mountains, and so, the painting 
has thusly depicted mountains, and sea, without accurately representing them

and if, as a child, I watch television with my father, and occasionally, in my pe-
riphery, I see him lift his hand from the end of the armrest and make a series of 
nondescript gestures, which, after a time, I learn is sign language, and that, when-
ever a particularly interesting word sticks out to him, it spurs him, unconsciously, 
to gesture its letters, making the word into a physical motion, appearing and dis-
appearing, one at a time, and even though I do not know sign language or can’t 
tell which word in particular has appealed to him, there is still the suggestion of a 
word without it being accurately represented

and if the painting that has been given the title Mountains and Sea, that has sug-
gested landscape, also prominently features soakings of the color red, and a sin-
gular yellow soaking in the shape of a triangle, which, by themselves, do not sug-
gest any universal aspect of landscape within the context of mountains and sea, 
the viewer is invited to fill in the gaps more creatively, suggesting a landscape of 
memory or experience

and if I eventually learn the alphabet in sign language and still can’t remember my 
father’s gestures specifically, but remember the mere fact of him absently spelling 
a word with his hand while watching television, I can create, through memory and 
experience, the words that were most interesting in his disappearing language

perhaps the viewer of Mountains and Sea imagines ice at the base of the mountain, 
reflecting a red and yellow sun in the theoretical sky somewhere off the canvas, the 
way the blueness of water is merely the reflection of a blue sky

STILL LIFE
 by Jamie O’Connell 

moons
hang
from willows

tomatoes
fall
through lava

burning
 blue whale

your
blowhole soaking
up algae and
minnows

my teeth as golden
knives
hungry for
collisions

what if there was
a universe

what if I am not

a condor crying
for lullabies
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THE PLACES LEFT BEHIND
 by Holly Day 

I wear my mother’s winter coat, reflect
on the life she never had—sacrifice
the father that wasn’t ghost hand in mine
sixteen years old and so much in love so

flamboyant, faded photos on the mantle
a smile I never saw, collapsing seduction
fading into the gray woman who held me
and cried. And now I’m her, wearing

her clothes and fighting against natural
reorientation. I remember growing old
growing up in her/my house, lawnmower
squealing banging in my head, echoing my father’s

private mantra. It’s easy to forgive
terror him of what he did to me
us both this one—thank god
there isn’t a gun in this house.

WE ARE SO VERY SORRY
 by Ashley Memory 

Dear Mr. Bischoff:
We are so very sorry. We’ve tried and tried but we find that the stains on this 

garment cannot be removed without possible injury to the color or fabric. This has 
been called to your attention so that you will know it has not been overlooked.

As your neighborhood dry cleaner, we feel as if we know you as intimately as 
any family member. We hope that you will pardon our interference. It is kindly 
meant. We offer helpful advice that might prevent such stains from occurring in 
the future.

Our investigations reveal that the primary stain is from a product we believe 
to be lipstick, which is made from various oils and fats such as beeswax, mineral 
oil, or cocoa butter. This makes it difficult to remove. Because we know that Mrs. 
Bischoff wears a light coral shade rather than this garish burgundy, we doubt that 
she is the source of this stain, especially since you brought the shirt in yourself.  We 
noticed that there was also some red wine spatter—either a 2010 California Mer-
lot or possibly a 2009 Spanish Rioja—so we suspect that you indulged yourself in 
more ways than one.

You will note that our service for this garment is three times the cost of laun-
dering an ordinary man’s dress shirt even if it now becomes a work shirt for a day 
of painting or ends up in the dumpster outside our building. We recommend the 
latter. The extra cost will ensure that our service for this garment will not be added 
to the itemized bill that is mailed to your house each month. We strongly encour-
age you to settle this matter in person with cash.
 
Sincerely Yours,
Claxton Dry Cleaning 
Service with a Smile Since 1991
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WONDERFULLY CUBICLE
 by PG Brody 

   Sneakers off.

   Sound waves at sizzling fractions of my
   own delight.

           PALE 
Black. Sky. Carbonation.

   CHURCH
Eyes sealed shut with the sounds in the cellar.

   BATH
In a leather jacket in a mural of pollution.

   TALL TREES 
Growing out of thumbs.

   Waiter enters in a fabric that can’t be 
   felt to the west of the Garbonzo.

   PALE
Dehydration always says. A caterpillar has to
stretch.

   FEET
Flossing forensically with tulip stems. Everlasting.

   YOURSELF
Crying droplets of doom. Two souls on the same sandwich can’t
help but rape the situation.

   THE WAITER
Waxed Wings. In a monastery on a mountain. Glowing inside of
sneakers stuck to introspection.

   AND SAINT MARX 
Wonderfully cubical in a puddle of later years.

   Mermaids swim under our skin. Turtle
   lips. Angel Shit.

   Sneakers on.
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THEY’RE NAKED, BY THE WAY
 by Asten Fallavollita 

I know you aren’t supposed to look over the edge of the high-dive before you 
jump, but I did. The bodies tumble and slither over each other, bare flesh writh-
ing and groping lovingly in an ocean too vast to sail, too thick and frenzied for a 
submarine to reach the bottom. 

The most beautiful man I’ve ever seen breaststrokes to the surface for an in-
stant, catching my eye. His are milky and soulless, but he doesn’t mind. The dregs 
of him, of everyone, lie somewhere beneath, in a cup of something so perfect and 
absolute, it could be happiness.

YOU WATCH YOUR TRASH TV ALONE
 by Chelsea Margaret Bodnar 

 
on laptop since you can’t  don’t be dramatic  won’t
get out of bed,  your planet all in retrograde  around you.    Take
walks at night that make you feel   a little braver,  meanwhile,
your warm milk mug of suburb  amniotic, and you,
a hack, the kind of girl  who still thinks it’s necessity
to write about      Depression.     It’s late in summer. 
All the flowers wilt     and blacken, cicadas on the sidewalk stagger,
strength depleted.         But everything’s still moving,
although slowly, and you guess        there’s still some expectation.
When last call knocks you out      into the street, his cigarette smoke
woven through your hair,      you head home, automatic,    drink
your megadose of water,       go to sleep.   In morning when you dress,
you think about how clothes you choose   would look if in
a movie.     When some small-screen detective  finds   your
murder victim body—you laugh at this,            so hard and loud
        it scares you.
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DINER OPEN 25/7
 by Emily Parker 

The owners, years ago, must’ve thought it was easier 
to re-write work schedules than change the neon sign. 
Now we waitresses who take
the 13th hour of the night shift 
have developed this drip coffee 
so concentrated, 
it gives us the power 
to make creepy men feel 
shame. 
People of strict schedules (like
health inspectors) cease to exist 
in this hour, and chef 
lets lonely customers lick 
batter from the bowl.
Our radio picks up a station broadcast eighty-eight months ago. 
Every song reminds someone 
of something memory had almost given up on remembering. Once, 
in the 13th hour, 
a couple whose hearing aids died 
decades ago (and 
who’d run out of words years earlier) slumped asleep 
in the corner booth, and we all drew straws
to see who’d (try to) wake them. Once, 
three knife-ceramic scrapes and one sneaker-tile squeak harmonized. Once, 
a lost woman wandered in with a map 
because the map marked the diner but it didn’t mark any destinations. 
We served her a plate of hash browns and a slice of key lime pie. 
She decided she’d found something.

 CAVITY
  by jess nieberg 

an unhinged tooth brags      at its ability to dance             to creep on the ceiling of me,

 cracking the plaster   crowning of the sanctuary    I am  afraid to open my mouth

the nape of my neck        cooing softly when cut        close together every sliver of

   hair ripening      in the damp caves of me               I am afraid    to open anything

that is a ghost                 that bends  my kneecaps        tells me this is as innocuous

   as a prayer         opens my mouth           I am a sanctuary              defiled to dance

fingernails        hung painted           on the walls of a gallery              mementos of

   maturity            is a small price   for endless admiration    I am

budding bottlecaps     screw me      on      cherry gumdrops                 sticky fingers

crawl grimy        dust filled basement     called my body         is a plaster cast

           or papier-mâché            made in the shape          I want to touch         body topographer

learn the cradle                sacrilege of sacrum           bows to me   I ask   to make a map
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YELLOW, SELF-REFLECTING
 by Rich Ives 

The late insects are trading places, the missed breath
of one left behind for the breath of another.
 
I’m almost inside the hole that I have created.
 
Death says, It’s a small room
you live in, Body. Come out and play.
 
There’s an absence coming from the window.
The air is a hinge in a huge discrepancy.
 
It’s a secret. I don’t even know it myself.
 
The skies part. The water’s upon me.
It feels like only me, and I reel back, caught
by the lure of something beyond my surface.
 
Somewhere nearby there’s an endless war.
The rain still fills its empty bowls.
 
I wonder if the leaves have forgiven me yet.

OUR PHOTOSYNTHESIS
 by Jamie O’Connell 

listen to wildflowers

foam on the shore  
 we are alive   we are endangered   

 everything rumbles  boulders crush skulls
  we collide   we break apart 

 algae slimes to death and 
 where did you go where did the sun go

I don’t know what to think  about the salt I taste      all the time 

               -

 the earth is not a cold dead place
 
 because  the wolf who howls nothing      pulls its skin together          

because my body is a plant    your flames make it grow   

 
this is the only time 
my flesh is your fire    

because 
particles make new clouds 
and bodies crash together    
when a plane goes down
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TUBEROSE
 by Lana Bella 

Tuberose presses to perfume you,
betraying dawn with its flag of
sorrow. Here be the color clouds
reach down and the diorama beans
your sternum, like a spade into
moss, like a figure cutting through
a field of wheat, washing over
with heavy gray. You push back at 
its denser body, by the angles of
repose around the edges of stones,
running harried notes of your bones
from solar dirge. And you are now
a thrust impressed against spine, 
a flutter catches in the jaws of some-
thing else mid-air floats up from
the trees with antlered shadows, for
so lovely frail the tuberose stirs
sickle, before you glow a smile with
your teeth and pick at its orchid bloom.

EARTH TO SKY
 by Sarah Wolbach 

Before we had Scamper put down that morning, I begged you
to go outside and find a few sticks or a handful of dirt, 
let her smell the essential earth before dying. Bless you,
you did. Not for your dream-come-true-dog, 
but for me. “Outside” was six stories down on a stinking
elevator, onto a stinking street in Queens.
You found a few sticks and brought them up.

Years later at the Bandelier ruins,
you climbed the tallest ladder to a kiva
with legs that still worked. Better now 
than never, you said. Today you don’t remember 
your grasp on the splintering 
rungs as you climbed into the dwellings 
of the ancients, away from the future where the present
holds no ability, no regret, nothing 
to touch or smell to smooth
your enfoldment into the earth.
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Telling Them
Emma Sheinbaum
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ESCAPE
 by Sarah Wolbach 

“Escaped livestock are relatively common in New York City, which is home 
to dozens of slaughterhouses.” –New York Times, 2/22/17

Last Tuesday a bull escaped from a slaughterhouse in Queens, 
died later that day in a shelter. 

Weaving between cars, it charged down Roosevelt Avenue, then into Corona Heights, 
where, exhausted after two hours, it sat in a yard. Then came the men with big arms.

During the pamplonada in San Miguel last year I caught
a glimpse of a desperate bull tearing around the corner followed 

by men in white shirts, red scarves around their necks, dashing in front and behind, 
taunting.

Touching it if they could. Later they killed it at a bullfight.

Shoved against the iron gate in front of the Parroquia
by cheering campesinos trying to see better, I heard wailing.

Se cayó, they told me. A boy fell from a tree.
Did he faint from grief? Or lose his feet?

I didn’t know there was a slaughterhouse in Queens. 
I climb into an elm tree on Roosevelt Avenue, under a thundering train.

I know it’s too late. I wave my red scarf.

ODE TO MAJORA, AND OTHER MASKS
 by Robin Ford 

in a movie theatre, somewhere, we sit and reclaim
our favorite historical mathematicians
and natural philosophers.
you establish a hierarchy of sadness
kierkegaard a king in that regard.

i read much less than you despite circumstances
but i am eager to devour the gentle 
sounds of company. it’s selfish, but i need others 
to know i’m alive. like a frozen
computer, desperately waiting for the user input
to flood over me— if it ever comes 
at all.

in a different year, we spoke to each through 
the mutual language of being the other.
we were enthralled with the things that let us
turn sand into sticks or made the rain sing.

even now i remember falling into that dark
pit. child-link’s crying echo still in my ear
how the mask salesman played me a remedy
with teeth
that bit me
latched onto a part of my body not made in god’s image
i learned that with the right arrangement of sound
we could reduce our remorse into masks 
that fall right off
that a child picks up   and wears
that is sorted   into a menu 
that a menu   could be home
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WEST SIDE STORY AT BAR PINK
 by Chance Austin-Brecher 

Natalie Wood holds 
Richard Beymer in her arms 

because he’s just been shot
and he’s dying and she’s
crying as she holds him
in her arms 

and I say that 
Natalie Wood isn’t
doing a very good job 
but Richard Beymer is and

you say 
it’s easier to act like 
you’re dying than
to act like 
you’re grieving
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